Dear Dr Duc Nguyen Dinh & Dr Dat Nguyen Quoc,

Thank you for your submission for the APAC DFD 2022 Grants.

We have now finalised the winners of our Urgo Foundation APAC DFD 2022 Grant and are delighted to inform you that your project is one of the successful applications.

TITLE: APPLICATION OF AI-BASED WEB APP FOR DIABETIC ULCER CLASSIFICATION AND GUIDELINE FOR ULCER MANAGEMENT
GRANT AMOUNT: €10,000.00

A Huge Congratulations to you and your co-applicants!

As a next step, we would like to

1. Request a short video of about 3 min with verbal explanation of the project overview.
   The video to include
   i) Project title;
   ii) The goal you want to achieve with your project “APPLICATION OF AI-BASED WEB APP FOR DIABETIC ULCER CLASSIFICATION AND GUIDELINE FOR ULCER MANAGEMENT”
   iii) The desired impact and how it can help the DFD community.

This video serves more as a simple overview to share with the audiences whom we will be announcing the winners of the Grants to. The first group of audience are our APAC DFU Advisory Board Members and also the Faculty members of APADLP & DFSI during the Faculty Dinner.

2. Arrange a call with you during the week of 17 Oct to go through a few governance processes from the foundation which include signing a funding agreement. Please confirm your availability and I will send an invitation over.

3. Can you also provide us with a professional image of you for the announcements?

As the meeting date with our Advisory Board Member is on 13 Oct, Is it possible to have your short video by 11 Oct, Tuesday?

Thank you so much and hope to hear from you soon on the above.
Wei Mei HENG

Regional Marketing Manager – Asia Pacific
Mobile: +65 8522 2192
Email: w.heng@intl.urgo.com
150 Beach Road, #33-07/08, Gateway West, Singapore, 189720

We collect your personal data in strict compliance with the legal provisions. For more information, you can consult our General Policy for the Protection of Personal Data (https://www.urgo-group.com/personal-data/).
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